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Interferences between existing IR·techniques and present/future requirements to
avoid them
1. Avoidance of interferences between present products
In present IR-communication devices, no provision is made to avoid influence at
devices of other manufacturers.
For my best knowledge, the first concept that explicitely allows the coexistence of
different systems, is EXIRLAN.
As the amount of IR-communication applications grow rapidely, DKE/CENELEC/IEC
have evaluated the opportunities to avoid those interferences [1]. The idea is, to label
each IR emitting device showing certain characteristics, and thus to allow the user to
take precautions from the beginning to avoid interferences.
The result of this proposal will be shown and discussed in this paper.
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2. Classification Criteria
The IEC-proposal chooses 4 criteria to separate IR-transmission.
These criteria are:
1. IR-wave length
2. Kind of modulation
3. Duration of transmission
4. Power charasteristics
It suggests the following:
a) every IR-transmitter will be marked with a label defining the 4 criteria listed above.
b) a user can compose a mix of different applications not interferencing
with each other, selecting the right products according the 4 criteria they are marked
with.
THIS ASSUMPTION IS MEANINGSLESS DUE TO TECHNOLOGICAL FACTS;
ECCEPT CRITERION 2, IF ELECTRICAL CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT IS
STANDARDIZED.
The problem is, that those criteria for separation of IR-applications in 1 room are badly
needed, but again, that criterion 1,3, and 4 do not meet the technical requirements of
the users, though manufacters and organisations such as IRDA claim they did. Also
criterion 2 does only help, if IR-data transmission will be standardized (if possible
worldwide) with fixed modulation schemes and mandatory electrical channalization as
proposed in the EXIRLAN-concept.
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3. Discussion of the Classification Criteria
The following page shows Table 3 of [1]. Here are some comments to these criteria:

3.1. IR wave length
There are no optical separation techniques available today basing on the distinction of
wavelengths at a cost, which makes any sense for the addressed applications, and
there is nothing underway for at least the next 10 years to change this situation.
If this changes, say, after 15 years, this will give an additional flexibility to IRcommunication, but it is not an item standardization can rely on. In addition, the 4
wavelength classes (as proposed) are not enough to give the required flexibility.
3.2. Modulation
The only way to separate IR-applications is by assigning electrical bands similar to the
radio environment.
It is not sufficient to classify kind of modulation. Instead, electrical bands of the IRmodulation must be limited and standardized.
3.3. Duration of Transmission
A true time multiplex or time slot assignement between non-synchornized applications
is impractical.
Of course (again, as an analogue to the transmission power of the radio world), a
minimum transmission duration could be specified, that will not be considered by the
standard. In practice, it will apperar as occasional noise, which in the most case just
slows down the other system.
3.4. Power Characteristics
This criterion is a very dangerous one. It suggests, that it is possible, to separate IRsystems
a) by the output power of the transmitter and
b) by the beam angle of the transmitter.
Specifically the IRDA-association uses those arguments, i.e. they would not interfere in
practice with other systems, as their operating distance is only 1 or 3 meters.
THAT IS AN ABSOLUTELY INVALID STATEMENT, because the operating range is a
function not only of the transmitting power, but also of the sensitivity of a receiver.
Primitive and cheap receivers, like in the IRDA-concept or in consumer electronic
products, will have a very low sensitivity and, therefore, need high power outputs from
their associated transmitters.
Such a transmitter will interfere consequently with another (professional) application
device over
a) a much larger distance than specified for its own operation
b) a much larger angle due to a) and reflections("bouncing").
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4. Conclusion

The following page shows Table 4 of [1). We strongly support to issue a committing rule
to label alllR-transmitters (also lamps !I!) according to this document.
But, in addition, a standard has to be implemented, which guarantees IRcommunication applications in the same room via electrical channalization - again,
EXIRLAN is such an approach, which tries to compromise with all existing industrial
options. We also suggest to IEEE802.11 , to take into account these activities by lEG
and, if necessary, to find a common concept soon.
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criterion 1 (IR level, wavelength)
Class 1
700 nm to
800 nm

Class 2
800 nm to
900 run

Class J
900 nm to
1000 nm

Class 4
1000 nm to
1600 mil

criterion 2 (electrical level, modulation)
Class 1
Wide band
modulation
Base band
Criterion J

Class 2
Wide band
modulation
Carrier based

Class 4
Narrow band
modulation
Carrier based

(duration of transmission)

Class K
Short duration
Low duty cycle
criterion 4

Class J
Narrow band
modulation
Base band

Class L
Long duration
Continuous operation

(power characteristic)

Class A
Class B
average power density
greater than 100 mw/m2
Narrow beam
Diffuse
radiation
radiation

Class 0
Class C
average power density
greater than 100 mw/m2
I
Diffuse
Narrow beam
radiation
radiation

1

Table J : Classification criteria for IR transmissions
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I Clause I
2.5 .6
4.1 .1
4.1 . 2
4.1 . 3
4.1 . 4
4.1 . 5
4.1 . 6
4.2 .1
4.2 .2
4.2 . J
4.2 .4
4.2 .5
4.2 .6
4.3 .1
5.1

6.2 /
Ann ex
A

B

Ch ara cte ris tic s

I

Cha nne ls use d
IR wav ele ngt h

I

B

I

X
X

IR ban dw idth (of the sou
rce )
Pow er out put (of the sou
rce )
Rad ian t int ens ity (of the
sou rce )
Dir ect ivi ty (of the sou rce
)
spu rio us IR em issi on (se e
als o 5.2

X
X

R
R

)
IR res pon se (of the rec eiv er)
IR ban dw idth (of the rec eiv
er)
Inp ut sen sit ivi ty for rand
om inc ide nce
Maximum sen sit ivi ty

R
R
R
X

R

Maximum sig nal -to -no ise rat
io
Di rec tiv ity (of the rec eiv
er)
siq nal ban dw idth (of the mo
dul atio n)
Maximum pow er den sity of the
irr adi ati on
and any saf ety inf orm atio n
con seq uen tly
nec ess ary

R
R
R
X

cla ssi fic ati on cod e

X

=

dat a wh ich sha ll be mar ked on
equ ipm ent
dat a wh ich sha ll be inc the
lud ed in the
spe cif ica tio n
X = ma nda tory
R = rec om men ded
B

A

=

ma nuf act ure r's

Tab le 4: Ma rkin g and con ten
ts of spe cif ica tio ns
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